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in the present film, he is played as a much more irresponsible person, a trait which is never really mentioned but which he soon starts to show in the near future. the older sona is played perfectly in the first half by shruti haasan and the supporting cast and deva delivers
his first real performance as a go-getter who could be the right kind of husband material for a modern woman. the latter half of the film looks much better and adds some material to it. the climax is well-shot and it comes to a good scene. but for too many reasons, the
rest of it is irresolute and one wonders what happened to the directorial brilliance that we saw in gow, ras malai and abcd. some inconsistencies in the script are apparent. the first scene on the bridge in the rural area is excellent. the one about the killing of the two
crocodiles is ordinary. the one about the ego-maniac flying airplane is just dull. during both of these scenes, there is an interesting message being told to us in an unusual way. the flying airplane one is the way the industry works. the killing of the crocodiles point is that
you can't live in an ivory tower alone. the funny thing is that the country is the place in which such ideas are highlighted in this film. the great news is that the film proves not to be a one-joke show. like raja hindustani in many ways it revels in its silliness, rolling along on
a well-worn plot of the city bad boy meets the village belle, whose quirky behaviour and endearing accent endears her to him. as persepolis taught us, the bollywood romcom may just be the last remaining genre of dramatic cinema where slapstick and satire still enjoy
equal space. of course, where it differs from persepolis is that it's pretty much a straight comedy, played for the most part for laughs and with just the right amount of hero-worship, rather than from the perspective of one who has to be dragged kicking and screaming
away from her dad's mansion in the most apparent satire. it's very much a set-up-explode film, and in some ways it feels more like the spirit of the new kollywood movies than the older local cinema. while it does tend to indulge in the standard tropes, the fact that we
know it's a gloss means we can enjoy that as much as the more inventive stuff. i like how girish has twisted the usual tropes of a romance story to the point where it's actually more a comedy than a romcom. there's always been a charm in watching a man and woman
fall in love by their own means, and girish's sensibility as a screenwriter is perfectly suited to this kind of thing. he can write dialogue that will make anyone fall in love with a character, and can make us believe that the heroine is more than just a bundle of tricks.
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one critic has said that girish kumar in tamil has made a transition from a bollywood actor and suddenly reverts to the over the top ‘tamil’ guy. i think he is only playing that role for the tamil audience and we wouldn’t expect that same person to play a british character.
you must remember that girish kumar has a huge following in the south and not many are aware of his bollywood films. i wish he can make them aware of his films instead of promoting them only in south india. but all in all this is going to be a nice romantic movie i am
sure. there are so many glaring flaws with this, one being, ramaiya vastavaiya doesn't do enough to introduce the protagonist. watching the two versions, i'm sure ramaiya vastavaiya must have been a generic, parochial character, in the beginning. in the beginning, i
guess, she just didn't seem very special or unique. her attributes were not brought to life and there was no nuance to her character. first and foremost, her character needs to be worked on. in order to get inside her head, he should have designed her slowly through
dialogue and characterization. the film doesn't let us sympathise or understand the poor girl's plight until a point when it is too late. this is particularly true of the two versions, the one starring say, saurabh shukla and the other with girish kumar. it's by looking at the

character we can empathise with her plight and get engaged with her character and stories. the other thing that bothered me in the film is the scenario. why the hell would you move to another city of another country just to marry someone you barely know? honestly,
i've never heard of people doing this kind of thing. the writers never seem to let the script breathe. it's like any changes in the film are made as an afterthought. it almost seems like after he watched the original version, prabhu deva asked himself and came back with a
random idea of a rural girl chasing her dreams in the city. the rest of the script? gone. we only have to exist in this world for this one day a year, so why waste time and energy if we cannot make use of the life we are given? if there was no ram, there would be no story.

and there would be no script. why did he have to cut off his own life in order to direct this? the movie itself never advances the plot by that much. 5ec8ef588b
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